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ABSTRACT

The study of complexity of identities of “informal workers”:  a case study of female 

workers in cotton hand-weaving production in Lamphun province has two objectives. The first 

objective is to study the way that female workers manage diverse relations in the cottage industry 

which consists of household relation, kinship and community relation. The second objective is to 

study self-definition of female workers among power relations that defined them as subordinators 

in the name of “informal workers”. The theoretical frameworks of study are “informal workers”:  

the politics of category and complexity of identities of female workers in the cottage industry. 

The results of study find that the method which cotton hand-weaving industrial 

system uses to control female workers is the hybrid of capitalism and social spaces. The factory 

owners make use of capitalism by emphasizing on the maximize profits or the “fast and cheap” 

logic. The method that factory owners stimulate female workers to work fast is through the 

control of live’ spaces of female workers:  consisting of houses, factories, community, female 

workers’ thoughts and payment by the piecework. Moreover, the factory owners use community’s 

history to define cotton hand-weaving as the work of “cheap female labours in rural community” 

and emphasizes this definition by the division of labours. So female workers are seen as labour’ 

specialists more than handcrafters.

However, the changing meaning of cotton hand-weaving work in the youth leads to 

the reduction of labours that occur while the market of cotton hand-weaving is not stable. So 

factory owners use social spaces accompanied by capitalism to control female workers. They 



form a patron-client relation in the term “Mae Lieang” and cooperative network between 

entrepreneurs, government and business sectors. 

The use of social spaces in the industrial system allows female workers to engage in 

negotiate spaces. Negotiate spaces are constructed by two characteristics. First characteristic is 

the contesting of the meaning of “worker”. Female workers choose to diversify the meaning of 

“worker” which consists of Luknong (clients), Lukjang (workers) handcrafters and construct 

collective identity “Phuk Kang Nai” (insiders) in the case of female workers who work in the 

factory. Second characteristic is the use of cultural embeddedness. Female workers use kinship 

system and bring childhood’s experiences as “a factory owner’s friend” to negotiate the industrial 

system. The negotiate spaces of female workers in each characteristic have different levels of 

negotiation which relate to female workers’ live conditions:  life cycle, capital and dividing in the 

industrial system. 

Self-definition of female workers reflects the adjustment of people who live in the 

rural structuring context. Their self-definitions are divided into two ideas. First idea comes from 

female workers who depend on the industrial system. They shift their live between the factory and 

their homes. The factory means the space they can maximize profits, their home mean the space 

they have responsibility to take care their families. But the female worker who is single, she 

chooses the life of consumerism. This idea leads female workers to the process of “professional 

labours” Second idea comes from female workers who create many choices for their live. They 

shift their live between their homes, their works and community space. This idea leads female 

workers to the process of “trainee entrepreneurs” or knowledge producers who try to produce 

knowledge spaces that hybridise between their lives experiences and situated knowledge. So 

female workers are not “informal workers” who are subordinators or unskilled labours because 

their selves’ perceptions are more complex than “informal workers”. 


